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SUBJECT- ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR  
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PART-A   
 

Q. No. – 1 Answer the following questions.                  15x1=15                                        

(i) Elaborate types of values.  

(ii) What is Workforce Diversity? 

(iii) Differentiate between IQ and EQ 

(iv) Discuss Situational Leadership Theory.  

(v) What are the factors which influence Perception? 

(vi) How MBO is different from traditional goal setting ? 

 

(vii) Mention the various stages of Group Development 

(viii) Define Intergroup Conflict. 

(ix) State the guidelines for effective communication.  

(x) Identify the most common types of resistance to change. 

(xi) What are the prominent types of Stress? 

(xii) Enlist the different stages of decision making process. 

(xiii) How to overcome the resistance to change? 

(xiv) State the major learnings from McClelland’s Theory of Needs 

(xv) How to resolve Intergroup Conflicts?  

PART-B  

2 Elaborate the most significant components of Learning Cycle. Why Learning Cycle is  

Important to be understood for designing effective learning strategies. 

5 

3 Differentiate between Rationality and Bounder Rationality model of Decision making. 

Which approach is better under what situations? 

5 

4 Describe the need, relevance and significance of Employee Recognition and Involvement  

Program. 

5 

5 Define Innovation. State the challenges towards managing innovation and creativitiy in 

modern day technology enabled organisations. 

5 

            PART-C  

6 Elucidate the major issues, challenges and opportunities for the field of OB.  10 

7 Define Attitude. How attitudes are formed? Throw light on major types of attitudes.  10 

8 Identify the key determinants of Personality. Figure out which personality traits influences 

the field of OB the most.  

10 

9 Which emerging leadership approaches are most instrumental in producing big business 

Successes.  

10 

10 Examine the major causes of conflicts. Explain certain most widely & effectively used  

conflict management Techniques.  

10 

11 Differentiate between Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs Theory and ERG Theory.  10 



12 What is Cultural Diversity? Mention the major approaches or strategies used for  

Managing Diversity.  

10 

13 Evaluate the impact of stress on work, worker and work organisations. Briefly describe the  

Some of the modern techniques or tools for managing stress in modern times. 

10 

 

 


